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PART I- HIS FIRST FLIGHT 

 

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS-    

 

Q.1. Why was the young seagull afraid to fly? Do you think all young birds are afraid to make their 

first flight, or are some birds more timid than others? Do you think a human baby also finds it a 

challenge to take its first step? 

Ans: The young seagull was afraid to fly because it was his first flight. He thought his wings will not 

support him and feared he will fall miles down into the sea and hurt himself. 

       All young birds must be afraid to make their first flight as doing something for the first time is 

challenging for anybody. 

      Yes, a human baby also finds it challenging to take its first step. 

 

Q.2. “The sight of the food maddened him.” What does this suggest? What compelled the young 
seagull to finally fly? 

Ans: This suggests that the young seagull was very hungry as he hadn’t eaten since the previous 
nightfall. The sight of his mother tearing at a piece of fish that lay at her feet intensified his hunger 

and made him crave for it. It made him cry and beg her to bring him some food. 

       It was his hunger and his mother’s tact that compelled the young seagull to finally fly. He uttered 

a joyful scream and tried to get nearer to her when he saw his mother fly across to him with a piece 

of fish in her beak. But to his utter surprise, she halted when she was just opposite to him, in an 

attempt to incite him to fly. Unable to resist his hunger, the young seagull dived at the fish and fell 

downwards into space. This was followed by the natural reaction of his body to fly. 

 

Q.3. “They were beckoning to him, calling shrilly.” Why did the seagull’s father and mother 
threaten him and cajole him to fly? 

Ans: The young seagull was reluctant to fly due to his fear of falling and hurting himself. Even when 

he saw his brothers and his little sister flying, he could not muster up the courage to take the plunge. 

This made his father and mother to call him shrilly and threaten to let him starve on the ledge if he 

didn’t fly away. They had to do this in order to make him overcome his fear and learn to fly. 

 

Q.4. Have you ever had a similar experience, where your parents encouraged you to do something 

that you were too scared to try? Write a paragraph on it in about 80-100 words. 

Ans: Write it Yourself (Suggested Points): 

 

About the experience- initial fear- initial attempts to overcome- how your parents encouraged you- 

the efforts you made- how it led to overcoming your fear- your success at it. 

 

Q.5. In the case of a bird flying, it seems a natural act, and a foregone conclusion that it should 

succeed. In the examples you have given in answer to the previous question, was your success 

guaranteed, or was it important for you to try, regardless of a possibility of failure? Write within 

100 words. 



 

Ans: Write it Yourself (Suggested Points): 

 

Reference to the experience mentioned in Answer 4- problems faced at the initial stage- importance 

of taking the initiative regardless of the consequence- how your determination lead to success 

EXTRA QUESTIONS (SAQS) 20-30 words- 

 

Q.1. Describe the first flight of the young seagull 

Ans: The young seagull dived at the fish due to hunger and fell outwards and downwards into space. 

He thought he would get drowned but his wings spread outwards automatically. He moved 

downwards and outwards and landed safely on the sea and floated on it without any fear. 

Q.2. How did the young seagull and his family celebrate his first flight? 

Ans: When the young seagull made his first flight and got over his fear, his family was joyous. They 

screamed around him, praised him and offered him scraps of dog-fish out of delight as he made a 

successful attempt. 

EXTRA QUESTION (LONG ANSWER TYPE) 100-120 words- 

 

Q. 1. Fear and lack of confidence stop one from learning new things. Do you agree? How did these 

two traits of the young seagull make him coward? How did he overcome these short comings? 

Answer within 100 to 150 words. 

 

Ans: Write it Yourself (Suggested Points):  

 

Agree/Disagree- Reasons- Young Seagull- lacked courage and confidence- scared of flying- hesitant 

to take the plunge- fear of sinking in the sea- saw younger brothers and sister flying- refused to leave 

the ledge- not able to muster up courage- scolded and threatened for his cowardice- tempted by his 

mother- dived for food- disappearance of fear- enjoyed first flight- overcame reluctance and fear. 

 

EXTRA QUESTION (EXTRACT-BASED)- 

 Q. Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

That was twenty-four hours ago. Since then, nobody had come near him. The day before, all day 

long, he had watched his parents flying about with his brothers and sister, perfecting them in the 

art of flight, teaching them how to skim the waves and how to dive for fish. He had in fact, seen his 

elder brother catch his first herring and devour it, standing on a rock, while his parents circled 

around raising a proud cackle. And all the morning the whole family had walked about on the big 

plateau and mid-way down the opposite cliff taunting him for his cowardice. 

 

i) For how much time has the young seagull been alone? 

 

a) For 45 minutes 

b) For twenty-four hours 

c) For three days 

d) For one week 

 

ii) Why was the whole family taunting the young seagull? 

 

a) For his foolish act 



b) For his lie 

c) For his bravery 

d) For his cowardice 

 

iii) Which word in the extract means the same as ‘consume’? 

 

a) Devour 

b) Herring 

c) Cackle 

d) Cliff 

 

 

iv) What does ‘his cowardice’ in the extract signify? 

 

a) Courage of fight 

b) Weakness of wings 

c) Fear of flying 

d) Act of running 

 

v) A word from the extract that means the same as ‘a flat area of land that is high above the sea 
level’ is- 

 

a) Cliff 

b) Rock 

c) Plateau 

d) Cackle 

 

PART II- BLACK AEROPLANE 

 

TEXTUAL QUESTIONS-    

 

Q.1. “I’ll take the risk.” What is the risk? Why does the narrator take it? 

Ans: The risk was to fly the old Dakota aeroplane through the huge storm clouds despite knowing 

the practical difficulty of doing so. 

 

The narrator takes the risk because he wanted to spend his holiday with his family in England. He 

wished to relish the big English breakfast at home and did not mind taking the risk. 

 

Q.2. Describe the narrator’s experience as he flew the aeroplane into the storm. 

Ans: When the narrator flew his aeroplane into the storm, he was not able to see anything as 

everything outside the plane was suddenly black. His aeroplane jumped and twisted in the storm. 

Even his compass was dead. It turned round and round. His radio and other instruments were also 

dead. He realized he was lost in the storm. Then all of a sudden, he noticed another aeroplane flying 

next to him through the storm. Though it had no lights on its wings, he could see the pilot trying to 

help him. As he was left with no choice, he gladly followed like an obedient child. Finally, he came 

out of the clouds and landed safely on the runway. 

 

Q.3. Why does the narrator say, “I landed and was not sorry to walk away from the old Dakota…”? 



Ans: The narrator had had a horrific experience of flying an old Dakota aeroplane through the storm. 

He breathed a sigh of relief after reaching back to the airport safely and so he says he wasn’t sorry to 
walk away from the old Dakota. 

  

Q.4. What made the woman in the control centre look at the narrator strangely? 

Ans: The narrator asked the woman in the control centre about the identity of the other pilot as he 

wanted to thank him for escorting him to safety. This made her look at the narrator strangely and 

laugh as there was no other plane flying that night in that storm and his was the only plane she could 

see on the radar. 

 

Q.5. Who do you think helped the narrator to reach safely? Give reasons for your answer. 

Ans: I think the narrator might be hallucinating due to fear as the radar in the control centre could 

not detect any other plane that night. It must be his fear that made him imagine the other pilot and 

make his way out of the storm. 

  

EXTRA QUESTIONS (SAQS) 20-30 words-    

 

Q. 1. What shocked the narrator after landing safely? 

 

Ans: The narrator was shocked to land safely after struggling against the black storm. Besides, he 

wanted to thank the other pilot who showed him the way, but he too was seen nowhere. 

 

Q. 2. The narrator had two options before entering the storm clouds. Why didn’t he choose them? 

Ans: The narrator had two options before entering into the storm clouds- either to turn back and go 

to Paris 150 kms behind him or to fly up and over the dark clouds. But he didn’t choose any of these 
options as he as he wanted to be at home in England to have his breakfast on time and also as he 

didn’t have enough fuel to fly around the clouds to the north or the south. 
 

EXTRA QUESTION (LONG ANSWER TYPE) 100-120 words- 

 

Q. 1. The narrator wanted to thank another pilot after his safe landing. Why? What values of the 

narrator are reflected from his action? Answer within 100 to 150 words. 

 

Ans: Write it Yourself (Suggested Points):  

Caught in the storm- poor visibility- instruments dead- lost contact with the control centre- lost in 

the storm- pilot of the other plane escorted him to safety- followed- landed on the runway safely- 

wanted to thank- reflects humility and gratefulness 

 

EXTRA QUESTION (EXTRACT-BASED)- 

Q. Read the following extract carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

The moon was coming up in the east, behind me, and stars were shining in the clear sky above me. 

there wasn’t a cloud in the sky. I was happy to be alone high up above the sleeping countryside. I 
was flying my old Dakota aeroplane over France back to England. I was dreaming of my holiday 

and looking forward to being with my family. I looked at my watch at one thirty in the morning. 

 

I should call Paris Control soon. I thought. As I looked down past the nose of the aeroplane, I saw 

the lights of a big city in front of me. 



i) How was the weather when the pilot started flying his aeroplane? 

 

a) Cloudy 

b) Clear 

c) Stormy 

d) Foggy 

 

ii) Why was the pilot flying his old Dakota? 

 

a) Because he had to report back to head quarter 

b) Because he had to monitor the weather conditions 

c) Because he was on a secret vigil against enemy 

d) Because he wished to have morning breakfast with his family 

 

iii) Which word in the extract means the same as ‘area outside towns or cities’? 

 

a) Countryside 

b) Behind 

c) Dreaming 

d) high 

 

iv) ___________________ in the extract means ‘hoping with pleasure’. 
 

a) Coming up 

b) Shining in 

c) Looking forward to 

d) Look at 

 

v) The extract is written in ______________________. 

 

a) Third person narrative 

b) Second person narrative 

c) First person narrative 

d) None of the above 
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